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“In the end, Lu Wu and the players still chose to leave Starlink world. ” 
 
“This was because at this stage, only Lu Wu had the ability to capture the members of the wonder race, 
and the players were generally weaker than the members of the wonder race. It would be too time-
consuming if they had to rely on Lu Wu alone to capture them, so the players could only give up for the 
time being. ” 
 
“However, he would remember this grudge … ” 
 
“After leaving the celestial world, Lu Wu took out the “”death list”” and began to look for the next target 
to invade. ” 
 
“However, a spatial vortex appeared not far from Starlink, and a dense number of creatures emerged 
from it. ” 
 
“These creatures looked ferocious and had different forms. Their thick outer shells reflected a dark 
metallic luster, and each of their limbs was like a sharp blade, shining with a cold light. ” 
 
“Lu Wu used his divine artifact to scan the area and found that there were 52315 species in this force, 
and there were even more different species emerging from the space vortex. ” 
 
“Lu Wu, who was puzzled, immediately locked onto one of the creatures with his divine artifact and 
opened the analysis function. ” 
 
“Soon, the feedback information appeared. ” 
 
[Void insect]: 
 
“*Creature details: a fearsome creature with extremely strong survival abilities. It consists of five main 
branches, namely the highest authority within the clan, the “”insect brain,”” the proposer, the “”insect 
nest””(mother insect, Insect Queen), the warrior (insect King, destroyer, etc.), The parasite (planet 
parasite), the race Guardian … A total of five main branches. There are a total of 14.98 million species, 
scattered in every corner of the outer realm. It is one of the most terrifying predator forces in the outer 
realm!+ ” 
 
…… 
 
“Seeing the analysis feedback, Lu Wu turned his head and looked at the space vortex again. ” 
 
“At this time, the bug Army had already formed a huge Army, and all the soldiers were like cold killing 
machines, quietly lurking in the dark starry sky without receiving orders. ” 
 
“At this moment, three humongous bee-like creatures emerged from the space vortex. The moment 
they appeared, all the bug tribe soldiers swarmed outside of celestial world as if they had received an 
order, and then broke through the boundary barrier to enter. ” 
 



“The three bug tribe soldiers that just appeared stood outside of celestial world. Then, their backs split 
open, and black streams of light spilled out from within, covering the surface of celestial world. ” 
 
“From Lu Wu and the players ‘point of view, the black energy was slowly covering the entire Starlink 
world at a speed visible to the naked eye. ” 
 
[Void barrier]: 
 
“*Skill details: every time the Zerg invades a world, the “”Guardian”” of the race will condense a void 
barrier on the surface of the world, ensuring that no living creature on the invaded planet can escape …+ 
” 
 
…… 
 
“Seeing the information on the analysis panel, Lu Wu and the players were dumbfounded. ” 
 
What’s called professional? this is f * cking professional. I’ve already cut off your escape route. 
 
This step of the void insect race had directly eliminated the ‘repeated jumping’ of the surprised race and 
their means of escaping through the world barriers. 
 
“At this moment, Lu Wu and the players were extremely curious. They wanted to know what the 
amazement race would do in the face of such a professional invasion from the void Zerg. ” 
 
“In fact, Lu Wu and the players had heard of the void Zerg many times when they were in the glittering 
jewel world. ” 
 
“The Zerg force was not a single force, but a combination of countless powerful void Zerg forces. The 
entire Zerg society’s social hierarchy was very strict, and the Zerg brain could control the lives of all the 
Zerg soldiers in the race, and it had extremely high intelligence. ” 
 
“At the peak of their race, the most powerful Overmind,””blade,”” had once ruled over the entire 
swarm and challenged the spiritking. ” 
 
“According to the information that Lu Wu obtained, that battle had a wide range of influence. A large 
number of alien races that had submitted to the Holy Spirit clan suffered a devastating blow, and even 
the Holy Spirit clan suffered heavy losses. ” 
 
“But in the end, the Holy Spirit race was still stronger and killed the ruler of the bug race, blade. In the 
end, the bug race once again became a pile of loose sand and formed countless bug swarms, no longer 
as threatening as before. ” 
 
“But even so, the insect race was still one of the publicly acknowledged Overlord level powers in the 
outer realm. ” 
 
“If all the Zergs could unite, it would be a huge force that could shake any force. ” 
 



“At this moment, seeing the Zergs invading starring world, the players ‘curiosity was piqued, and they 
immediately urged Lu Wu to quickly use the artifact to check the internal situation of starring world. ” 
 
Lu Wu didn’t hesitate and immediately turned on the detection function of the divine artifact. 
 
“Although the bug guardians had sealed off Starlink, the divine artifacts in different planes were not 
blocked and easily passed through the isolation barrier. ” 
 
“At this moment, Lu Wu uploaded the video he found on the forum in the form of a live broadcast. ” 
 
“Suddenly, a large number of players poured into the live broadcast room, ready to watch the show. ” 
 
He was happy to see the amazed race get beaten up! 
 
…… 
 
“At this time, inside the Starlink world, the mighty bug Warriors descended. ” 
 
“The first to move out were the parasites of the Zerg. Their bodies were bloated, like a beating heart 
that was rising and falling at all times. ” 
 
“The parasite’s first target of attack was not the amazed race, but this world. ” 
 
“As the bug tribe parasite’s body crashed to the ground, its body bloomed like a flower. Countless 
tentacles extended from within and pierced into the ground, beginning to absorb the core energy of this 
world. ” 
 
“Instantly, an endless stream of energy was extracted from the ground, and the surrounding plants 
rapidly withered. A layer of blood-colored moss also spread under the body of the bug tribe parasite. ” 
 
This was one of the reasons why the insect race could last long in outer space battles. 
 
“Hosts were equivalent to a shrunken version of the world’s upper and lower rulers. They had the 
powerful ability to convert energy, but the difference was that they converted the nuclear energy into 
energy for the Zerg’s consumption instead of converting outer-realm spirit Qi. ” 
 
“As the blood-colored moss continued to spread and cover the area, it expanded rapidly and occupied 
an area of 800000 square kilometers in a short time. ” 
 
He directly established a Zerg supply base in celestial world. 
 
“While the hosts were building the supply base, all the bug tribe fighters in the sky were hovering in the 
air, protecting the hosts and preventing them from being attacked by the local forces. ” 
 
“When the blood moss had spread to two million square kilometers, the Zergs in the sky began to attack 
the world. ” 
 



“The bug soldiers in the sky were divided into thirty-two teams in an orderly manner. They headed 
toward the various regions of this world according to the coordinates of the surprising race sent back by 
the scouting unit,’tiny bug’. ” 
 
“Seeing such a professional hacking method, Lu Wu and the players were all embarrassed. ” 
 
This was way too professional. 
 
“Investigating the amazed race, building a supply base, protecting the base, and so on … All the orders 
were carried out at the same time, without any time wasted. ” 
 
“At this moment, Lu Wu and the players all felt that The Amazing Race who were so good at hiding were 
probably going to be finished this time. ” 
 
“This was because the void insect race’s invasion technique was too familiar, and one could tell at a 
glance that they were experienced. ” 
 
“If the amazed were professional escapees, then the void Zerg were professional invaders. One had 
planned the escape route when they were invaded, while the other had prepared in advance and cut off 
all escape routes. ” 
 
“As the bug tribe Army moved, the surprised tribe members soon discovered the invasion of the void 
bug tribe. ” 
 
“At this moment, the amazed race did not hesitate to choose to tear open space and escape. Just like 
when Lu Wu led the players to invade, their actions were extremely fast. ” 
 
“However, the void bugs did not give chase. The communication soldier in the team,’tiny bug’, first came 
to the area where the amazed race had Torn Space and checked the coordinates of the area that the 
amazed race was escaping to. Then, he sent the information to the bug Army that was closer to the 
area. ” 
 
“This bug tribe Army once again headed toward the closer base of the surprising race, without any 
intention of following them through space. ” 
 
“Looking at the invasion war inside the celestial world, Lu Wu was amazed by the means of the void 
insect race. ” 
 
It could be seen that the void worm tribe had come prepared and was not worried about the surprise 
tribe’s escape ability at all. 
 
“The reality was as such. No matter how many times the surprised race beings tore open space and tried 
to escape, the void insect race Army remained unmoved. Instead of tearing space to chase after them, 
the thirty-two Army forces formed a huge encirclement and stood in various regions of Starlink world, 
capturing the amazed race that was closer to them. ” 
 
This method had produced excellent results. 
 



“Every time the space was torn apart, the surprised race would consume their spirit Qi, but the void 
insect Army would only suffer minimal losses. ” 
 
“Their powerful bodies allowed them to cross the void, let alone fly in the air. ” 
 
“Seeing this scene, the players in the livestream room were also shocked by the means of the void worm 
tribe. ” 
 
“””I can see it now. The void worm tribe is preparing to exhaust the amazement tribe to death? You’re 
too professional!”” ” 
 
“””Void bug: run as you please, I won’t chase you. We’ll lose if you don’t die of exhaustion (funny)”” ” 
 
“””This time, the amazed race has met their nemesis. It’s really tragic. If this continues, they’ll definitely 
die!”” ” 
 
“””I’ve heard about the void bugs in the glittering jewel world. It seems that this race never accepts any 
form of surrender. The amazement race is done for!”” ” 
 
…… 
 
“The players were discussing on the forum. From the current situation, the players basically labeled the 
amazed race as “”destroyed.”” ” 
 
The pace of this battle was completely controlled by the void bug tribe. 
 
“However, their means were not limited to this. As the blood-colored moss created by the parasite 
continued to spread outwards, it began to spew out clouds of blood-colored mist. ” 
 
The mist would quickly dissipate in the air. 
 
“However, Lu Wu found that as the red mist dissipated, the space in this world was getting thicker and 
thicker. ” 
 
“In other words, the amount of spirit Qi required by the amazed race to tear space would also increase. 
” 
 
“In a short period of time, this world had become the home field of the void Zerg, and the amazement 
tribe had no advantage. ” 
 
“More and more red mist entered this world, and the surprised clansmen soon discovered the 
abnormality. ” 
 
The difficulty of tearing space and the consumption of energy were both increasing. They were so 
frightened that they chose to flee to the outer realm at this moment. 
 
“However, he was not so lucky this time. ” 
 



“No matter how hard they tried to tear the outer space barrier, they could not tear a crack in the 
boundary barrier. ” 
 
This was because every protector bug had the strength of a great emperor. It wasn’t something that the 
amazement race could deal with in a short period of time. 
 
“Furthermore, the insect race didn’t even give them the chance to attack the isolation barrier. An Army 
of insects quickly tore through space and rushed over, driving these surprised race people who wanted 
to escape to the outer realm back into the world, causing them to continue their endless escape. ” 
 
“If this continued, the astounding would exhaust all the spiritual energy in their bodies sooner or later, 
and they would eventually become turtles in a jar. ” 
 
“At least, that was what Lu Wu and the players who were watching the battle thought. ” 
 
“However, at this moment, a turning point appeared. ” 
 
“Unable to escape, the amazed race actually gathered at the abyssal Lake and plunged into it. ” 
 
“At this moment, the void bug tribe Army also swarmed in. ” 
 
The livestream room’s view also entered the inside of the abyssal world at this time. 
 
“When they saw the new live broadcast, Lu Wu and the players were shocked. ” 
 
“The body of the surprised Clansman in the abyssal world expanded at a speed visible to the naked eye, 
turning into a ten-thousand-meter-tall giant in the blink of an eye. ” 
 
“Their strength also increased rapidly at this moment. One by one, they broke through to the Emperor-
to-be realm, and some even broke through to the Emperor realm … ” 
 
Lu Wu was speechless. 
 
The players were speechless. 
 
“Lu Wu, who was dumbfounded, immediately activated his analysis ability and began to search for 
information about the amazed race. ” 
 
“At this moment, the details panel of the amazed race changed. ” 
 
[Abyssal Titan (wonder race)]: 
 
“*Creature information: one of the Overlord creatures of the abyssal starry sky World. They have a 
strong ability to create, but they don’t like the abyssal world’s environment. However, after leaving the 
abyssal world, their strength will be greatly weakened due to the influence of the external environment, 
and it will be less than 10% of their original strength.] At the same time, after the abyssal Titan died in 
the outside world, it could not be resurrected by its clansmen! ” 
 



“Looking at the new analysis information, Lu Wu and the players understood one thing. Not only were 
the amazed race cowardly, but they also pretended to be weak to eat the Tiger! ” 
 
“Society, society! ” 
 
“I can’t afford to offend you, I can’t afford to offend you! ” 


